Day 3  BEGINNER CLASS: Friday, January 9th  Goldstein Room 114, Van Pelt Library, 3420 Walnut Street
Instructor: Katie Kellom

9:00 - 9:30a  Introductions

9:30 - 9:45a  Overview

9:45 - 10:05a  Getting started
  The NVivo interface
  Creating a project
  The ribbon

10:05 - 10:30a  Sources
  Setting up internal folders
  Importing interviews
  Working with video
  Different video modes

10:30 - 10:45a  BREAK

9:00 - 11:00a  Sources, cont.
  Importing a video transcript
  Importing photographs
  Conclude text, audio, & video sources

11:00 - 11:15a  Datasets

11:15 - 12:00p  Coding
  Coding a dataset
  What is a node?
  The mechanics of coding
  Coding stripes
  Some notes about coding

12:00 - 1:00p  LUNCH

1:00 - 1:15p  Memos

1:15 - 1:30p  Workbook

1:30 - 2:15p  Attributes
  The coding network
  Classifying attribute data
  Making your people nodes
  Importing an existing classification sheet
  A bit about source classification

2:15 - 2:45p  Annotations and memos

2:45 - 4:00p  Work with your data